Picture Perfect!
Great Picturebooks For Preschoolers

**The Wall in the Middle of the Book**
By Jon Agee
*PICTURE AGEE*
A knight who feels secure on his side of the wall that divides the book discovers that his side is not so safe, and the other side not as threatening. (2018)

**I Am a Cat**
By Galia Bernstein
*PICTURE BERNSTEIN*
A housecat named Simon proves that he is just as brave and strong as the bigger cats, only smaller. (2018)

**The Very Impatient Caterpillar**
By Ross Burach
*PICTURE BURACH*
Children will relate to the impatient caterpillar eager to become a butterfly in this humorous tale of patience and metamorphosis. (2019)

**The Rabbit Listened**
By Cori Doerrfeld
*PICTURE DOERRFELD*
A moving story that explores loss and the stages of coping. When everyone else wants to fix the boy’s problem, the rabbit simply listens. (2018)

**We Don’t Eat Our Classmates**
By Ryan T. Higgins
*PICTURE HIGGINS*
When the class pet bites the finger of Penelope, a T-rex, she finally understands why she should not eat her classmates, no matter how tasty they are. (2018)

**Sophie Johnson, Unicorn Expert**
By Morag Hood
*PICTURE HOOD*
Sophie is a self-confessed unicorn expert who has dressed up her toys and pets with their own unique horns. Strange, then, that she doesn’t notice the REAL unicorn in her house. (2018)

**My Dog Laughs**
By Rachel Isadora
*PICTURE ISADORA*
A diverse group of young children explore all the joys of having a dog. (2018)

**Dragon Knight**
By J.R. Krause
*PICTURE KRAUSE*
Georgie is afraid of the dark, but after an adventure with a dragon that is afraid of the knight in the book where he normally dwells, both are ready to sleep. (2019)
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- **The Cow Who Climbed a Tree**
  By Gemma Merino
  *PICTURE MERINO*
  Although her sisters think she is silly, Tina is a curious cow who loves to explore, try new things and believes that everything is possible. (2016)

- **Are You Scared, Darth Vader?**
  By Adam Rex
  *PICTURE STAR WARS*
  Although he professes to fear nothing, it turns out that the most-feared villain in the Star Wars universe may not be so fearless after all. (2018)

- **Don’t Blink!**
  By Amy Krouse Rosenthal
  *PICTURE ROSENTHAL*
  An interactive bedtime story that gives young readers a chance to avoid bedtime—provided they don’t blink! Every blink brings the child closer to bedtime. (2018)

- **The Quiet Boat Ride and other stories**
  By Sergio Ruzzier
  *PICTURE RUZZIER*
  Three gentle, humorous stories explore the friendship between quiet Fox and noisy Chick. (2019)

- **Teddy’s Favorite Toy**
  By Christian Trimmer
  *PICTURE TRIMMER*
  When Teddy’s favorite toy goes missing, his mom will stop at nothing to reunite him with it. (2018)

- **The Neighbors**
  By Einat Tsarfati
  *PICTURE TSARFATI*
  As she climbs the six stories to her own apartment, a little girl imagines what happens behind each closed door. Lots to look at and a twist ending! (2019)

- **Say Zoop!**
  By Hervé Tullet
  *PICTURE TULLET*
  The dots are back at it again, except this time different colors designate new sounds! This is a great read-aloud that promises participation and teaches how to follow directions. (2017)